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DISPOSABLE HELIUM BALLOON CYLINDERS 
 

1. IMPORTANT - NEVER INHALE HELIUM GAS 
 
Never allow yourself or anyone to inhale helium gas either from balloons or directly 
from a pressurised cylinder. Use helium cylinders in a ventilated area. Inhaling 
helium reduces and can eliminate oxygen available for breathing. Inhaling helium 
can result in serious personal injury or death. By ordering helium gas cylinders you 
are agreeing to use the product responsibly and indicating your understanding of this 
safety warning. 
 

2. Check On Delivery 
All cylinders are supplier boxed packed and this is not altered, which also means not 
repacked by us prior to despatch. This ensures that Party Wholesalers does not 
send out to customers, empty, or damaged box. Please read the operating 
instructions supplied with your cylinder carefully. 
 

3. Returns 
If you suspect your cylinder is empty or faulty, you must let us know within 24 hrs of 
delivery. The cylinder in question can be returned to Party Wholesalers by the 
customer at their expense. Party Wholesalers will not collect cylinders and does not 
cover the return cost. The cylinder will be sent to the manufacturer for testing. In the 
unlikely event that the cylinder proves to be defective, Party Wholesalers will refund 
the cost of the cylinder and the return postage paid by the customer limited to £8.00 
if a postage receipt is provided. Claims that cylinders are empty or faulty made later 
than 24hrs after delivery, or instances where customers have failed to follow 
operating instructions or inflation advice, resulting in a subsequent refund request, 
will be refused by Party Wholesalers. 
 

4. Safety Guidelines 
 All our cylinders are non-reusable. Do NOT refill with any material. Do NOT 

use for compressed air. 

 Do NOT inhale helium. 

 Do NOT store in direct sunlight or apply flame or heat. 

 Always store below 50°C. 

 Handle with care. Do not drop or subject cylinder to rough handling. 

 Keep out of reach of children at all times. 

 Full safety guidelines are included with each cylinder. 

 Use disposable helium cylinders at room temperature.  
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 During continuous use, the cylinder may become cold at the bottom. This is a 
safe reaction. Allow the cylinder to return to room temperature to continue 
using. 
 
 

5. FAQ’s 
 

How many balloons can be filled? 
The website product page displays guidelines on how many balloons each cylinder 
should be able to inflate; these are based on the main product supplier’s assumption 
that all balloons are inflated to the recommended size. Overfilling will result in less 
helium to complete the advertised quantity. 
 

Are the cylinders easy to use? 
Yes! See below image as a reference, and full instructions are included with the 
cylinder. 
 

Can they be refilled? 
No, the cylinders should not be refilled with any material. They are made of 
recyclable materials and should be disposed of accordingly. 
 

How long will the balloons stay inflated? 
Typically balloons will stay inflated for about 5-7 hours without assistance, however if 
using 'HI-FLOAT Balloon Treatment' latex balloons can last up to 25 times longer. 
This could allow you to inflate balloons days before an event and keep your balloons 
looking fresh and fully inflated. 
 

When should I begin inflating balloons before my party? 
Only a couple of hours before unless using HI-FLOAT Balloon Treatment. 
 

Are the cylinders heavy? 
The product page displays the box weight of each cylinder including measurements. 
 

Can the cylinders be delivered outside the UK? 
No, due to regulations we do not deliver compressed gas outside the UK mainland 
and through any type of air freight services. 
 
 



 


